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a b s t r a c t 

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art results in a broad range of tasks, in partic- 

ular the ones dealing with the perceptual data. However, full-scale application of DNNs in safety-critical 

areas is hindered by their black box-like nature, which makes their inner workings nontransparent. As 

a response to the black box problem, the field of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) has recently 

emerged and is currently rapidly growing. The present survey is concerned with perturbation-based XAI 

methods, which allow to explore DNN models by perturbing their input and observing changes in the 

output. We present an overview of the most recent research focusing on the differences and similarities 

in the applications of perturbation-based methods to different data types, from extensively studied per- 

turbations of images to the just emerging research on perturbations of video, natural language, software 

code, and reinforcement learning entities. 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), in particular its subfield Machine 

earning (ML), plays an increasingly prominent role in science, 

echnology, industry, and public life. Success of ML is to a large ex- 

ent due to advances in research on deep neural networks (DNNs). 

riginally inspired by the structure and functionality of the brain, 

NNs consist of multiple layers of nonlinear units known as ar- 

ificial neurons. While the intricate architectures of state-of-the- 

rt DNN models resemble biological neural systems only remotely, 

hey have recently demonstrated remarkable results in solving var- 

ous problems that used to be perceived as amenable solely to hu- 

an intelligence, from recognising speech [73] and visual objects 

34] with high accuracy to playing chess and go [61] and driv- 

ng autonomous vehicles [32] . Unfortunately, many of the most 

fficient ML methods also tend to be the least transparent ones 

48] ; that is particularly true for DNNs, which operate as black 

oxes, the inner workings of which are still poorly understood. As 

 consequence, DNN-based AI systems cannot be fully trusted yet 

ith making decisions in safety-critical or high-stakes applications 

uch as medicine, smart assistance to elderly and disabled peo- 
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le, finance, criminal justice, or navigation of unmanned vehicles 

n complex environment [6,53] . 

In response to the pressing need to make AI systems more 

ransparent and therefore more trustworthy, a new field of study, 

ost frequently referred to as explainable AI (XAI) or interpretable 

I, has started to emerge. The present survey is concerned with 

 particular paradigm in XAI research, perturbation-based meth- 

ds. These methods investigate properties of DNNs by perturb- 

ng the input of a model, e.g. by occluding part of the input im- 

ge with a mask or replacing a word in a sentence with its syn- 

nym, and observing the changes in the output of the model. 

AI research on perturbations has begun with the seminal study 

y Zeiler and Fergus [70] , in which simple grey masks were ap- 

lied to images. Since then, image perturbation methods have de- 

eloped to make their output more accurate [25,27,52,55,55] as 

ell as faster [18,69] . Furthermore, in recent studies, perturbations 

ave also been applied to other input data types such as videos 

43,47] , natural language [45] , software code [13] , and reinforce- 

ent learning (RL) entities [31,37,54] . There are good reasons for 

nterest in them, as they offer several advantages: thus, observing 

he input-output relationship is a natural and intuitive way of ex- 

loring black box-like models; perturbations allow to analyse mod- 

ls dynamically rather than treating them as invariant objects; fi- 

ally, they are normally applicable to any DNN regardless of the 

rchitecture of a model. As a result, perturbation-based methods is 
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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ne of the most popular and arguably promising approaches in XAI 

esearch. 

XAI studies employing perturbation-based methods are typi- 

ally focused on a particular input data type, e.g. images (most 

ommonly by far), video, or text. While such a focus is natural for 

n empirical study concerned with a specific problem, it may not 

apture the general characteristics of using perturbations to bet- 

er understand DNNs, i.e. characteristics that do not depend on the 

odality of the input data. The opposite is true as well: while 

ome studies do highlight the differences in applying perturba- 

ions e.g. to videos vs images [43] or text vs images [45] , such

omparisons are usually limited in their scope. The goal of the 

resent survey is to outline both input modality-agnostic proper- 

ies and input modality-dependent specifics of perturbation meth- 

ds; rather than attempting to cover the whole of the vast and 

iverse range of existing ML methods, we limit the scope of the 

urvey to perturbation-based methods specifically for DNNs. 

The survey is organised as follows. In Section 2 , we discuss the 

lack box problem inherent to DNNs and challenges for the appli- 

ation of deep learning methods to real-world tasks that it entails. 

n Section 3 , we provide an overview of the field of explainable AI, 

hich to a large extent emerged as a response to the black box 

roblem. In Section 4 , the central section of the article, we survey 

erturbation-based methods. Finally, in Section 5 , we offer conclu- 

ions and directions for future work. 

. The black box problem 

DNN models are essentially complex nonlinear functions f : 

 → Y mapping from an input space X to an output space Y. They

re aptly characterised as black boxes, because the respective map- 

ing function in their case is obtained by means of an opaque 

earning process [27] and therefore is opaque itself as well. The 

erm ‘black box’ is the opposite of the ‘white box’ (or the ‘glass 

ox’ [36] ), which refers to a fully transparent system [67] 1 . While 

he transparency of ’white box’ models makes them comprehensi- 

le (at least for experts) and therefore trustworthy, the black box- 

ike nature of the DNNs posits the problem of (the lack of) trust. 

n particular, one cannot be sure whether a DNN model makes a 

orrect prediction on the previously unseen dataset because it did 

earn the salient features of the data or, just the opposite, because 

t just memorised some irrelevant idiosyncrasies in the training 

ataset that also happen to occur in the test dataset. In the former 

ase, the model can credibly generalise in the real world, whereas 

n the latter case it relies on the spurious correlation and there- 

ore fails to be of good use [42] . To exemplify, a model that has

earnt salient features classifies an image of a plane correctly be- 

ause it may recognise that the plane has wings, fuselage, cockpit, 

tc. A remarkable example of the opposite case is provided in [42] : 

 classifier identified images of horses in PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset 

23] with unusually high precision, as it learned a certain copyright 

ag that was added to some of the horse images in the dataset. As 

 consequence, it would misclassify the image of the horse without 

he tag as well as wrongly classify an image of e.g. a car as that of

 horse if the ‘horse’ source tag was added to it. 

The lack of detailed understanding of what knowledge DNNs 

ossess makes it difficult to fully rely on them in many safety- 

ritical domains such as navigation of autonomous cars and 
1 Arguably, it would be more precise to use the term ‘grey box’ to describe DNNs, 

s ‘black box’ implies that the system is intransparent and its insides might be com- 

letely inaccessible [67] , whereas ‘grey box’ refers to a system that is less transpar- 

nt than ‘white box’, but for which we still have some limited knowledge of its 

nner workings and fundamental principles it is built upon [12,40] . However, taking 

nto account the prevalence of the term ‘black box’ in ML literature as well as the 

onnotations of mystery evoked by ‘black’ but not by ‘grey’, it is unlikely that the 

erm ‘grey box’ will gain currency in the AI community. 

3

h

[

229 
edicine, where they could otherwise be of much help. The con- 

erns that lack of transparency of DNNs can lead to undesirable 

onsequences are well justified. Thus, the general public and ex- 

erts alike are increasingly apprehensive that AI systems can in- 

erit a bias against people of a particular race, ethnic background, 

r gender that has seeped into the training data [15,74] . One of the

rst and most notorious examples of that was Google Photo’s ML 

lgorithm labelling the photos of black people as those of gorillas 

9] . Although Google resolved the problem after it attracted pub- 

ic attention, 2 it has reoccurred recently in less conspicuous, bet 

erhaps even more alarming form: another product of the same 

ompany, Google Vision Cloud, labelled an image of a black person 

olding a thermometer as a ‘gun’ image, whereas a similar image 

ith a light-skinned person was labelled as an ‘electronic device’ 

mage [38] . It is not hard to imagine the possible dramatic con- 

equences of applying a DNN model suffering from such a bias to 

riminal profiling or other safety-critical tasks in an uncontrolled 

anner. Furthermore, a bias in a trained DNN model may be not 

s glaring as in the above examples or less accessible to public 

crutiny, thus remaining unnoticed and resulting in unfair and dis- 

riminatory decisions regarding e.g. one’s finances (e.g. application 

or a mortgage), health, or legal status. 

Yet another obstacle for deploying DNNs in fail-safe tasks is that 

hey may be subject not only to unintentional mistakes, but also to 

alicious attacks: thus, convolutional neural networks, which are 

biquitously used in various computer vision tasks, can be ‘fooled’ 

nto misclassifying an object by modifying an input image so sub- 

ly that the changes in it would seem to be of little consequence to 

 human observer [6] . Such adversarial attacks pose a threat per se 

s well as undermine decision-makers’ trust in DNN-based systems 

n general: indeed, if putting several innocuously-looking black and 

hite stickers on a physical traffic Stop sign can ‘fool’ a state-of- 

he-art DNN into classifying it as a Speed Limit 45 sign [24] , it

ight be rather problematic to persuade lawmakers to entrust a 

riverless vehicle controlled by similar DNN models with full au- 

onomy on the streets. As Ribeiro et al. [55] observe, ‘if the users 

o not trust a model or a prediction, they will not use it’; to over-

ome their hesitancy, a plausible explanation of the model may be 

elpful. 

The concerns for the possible impact of the lack of transparency 

n deep learning applications have also been reflected in the law. 

n EU, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) stipu- 

ates the legal right of end-users to explanations of algorithmic 

ecisions affecting them including explanations of the decisions 

ade by AI systems [30] . Furthermore, according to GDPR, end- 

sers have the right to know whether the decision-making algo- 

ithm was non-discriminatory and impartial. That entails the obli- 

ation on ML experts’ part to be able to explain to non-experts 

ow exactly their AI system reached its decision from the input 

ata [16] 

Last but not least, from the point of view of AI researchers, the 

lack box problem causes the feeling of intellectual dissatisfaction 

nd hinders further development of deep learning methods, be- 

ause, as it has been pointed out [70] , our lack of understanding 

f how and why DNN models work reduces the development of 

etter models to a mere trial-and-error approach. 

. Explainable artificial intelligence 

.1. Terminology and scope 

In response to the black box problem, the scope of ML research 

as expanded, comprising not only such traditionally topical is- 
2 By disabling the labelling of any image as a gorilla, chimpanzee, or monkey 

65] , which was hardly the most convincing solution. 
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ues as performance of models, improvement of algorithms, and 

ncrease in training and inference speed [58] , but also explanations 

f how DNN models infer their predictions. There is quite a lot of 

ariation in referring to field of study dealing with the (lack of) 

ransparency of AI methods. The most frequently used terms are 

xplainable AI and interpretable AI; some other terms in use are 

ntelligible intelligent systems, context-aware systems, and soft- 

are learnability [1] , responsible AI [8] , and safe AI [6] . All in all, a

omprehensive survey of terminology [50] lists 14 relevant terms; 

s a consequence of such diversity, the meaning of different terms 

ften overlap, and there are no commonly accepted strict defini- 

ions of the terms. Thus, while ‘explainable’ and ‘interpretable’ are 

ften used interchangeably in this context [14,22,50] , some prefer- 

nce for the latter term is reported to have been observed in the 

L community [2] ; furthermore, some authors clearly distinguish 

etween these terms [21,28] . In the present survey, we prefer to re- 

er to explainability, especially as that allows for a convenient and 

ithy abbreviation, XAI. However, in general, we perceive ‘explain- 

ble’ and ‘interpretable’ and their derivatives as largely equivalent 

n meaning and interchangeable in use. 

In addition to the ambiguity in terminology, it is also difficult to 

raw a clear demarcation line between XAI and other subfields of 

L research, as much of research on ML is at least to some extent 

oncerned with understanding AI better. To provide an example of 

 borderline case, while research on adversarial attacks on DNNs 

29,64] is typically presented as a field of study in its own rather 

han part of XAI or even contrasted with it [25] , there are also ex-

mples to the contrary: thus, a recent study [16] uses adversarial 

timuli to visually explain recurrent neural networks. 

Regardless of the disagreements about the terminology and the 

cope of the XAI field, research on XAI is developing at a fast pace, 

hich is demonstrated by the exponential increase in the num- 

er of publications in the last decade [2,8] . As XAI research is con-

erned not only with AI algorithms per se, but also involves human 

sers, the field of XAI is multidisciplinary, comprising not only ML, 

ut also aspects of visual analytics, human-computer interaction 

HCI), and psychology [50] . 

.2. Related work 

Several surveys of XAI have recently been published. Some of 

hem emphasise the interconnection between ML methods and hu- 

an factor-related methods in XAI: thus, Mohseni et al. [50] aims 

t capturing the multidisciplinary nature of the field; Abdul et al. 

1] focuses on the cross-links between HCI and XAI; Choo and Liu 

17] discusses applications of visual analytics to the design of ex- 

lainable deep learning systems; [35] surveys visual analytics tools 

or DL applications; Bhatt et al. [11] is concerned with whether and 

ow organisations use XAI for the benefit of stakeholders. Other 

urveys are more focused on ML methods per se: thus, Guidotti 

t al. [33] present a comprehensive overview and classification of 

AI techniques, and there is a number of other general surveys of 

he ML methods in XAI [2,8,51,68] . Furthermore, there are surveys 

ith a more narrow scope, e.g outlining the use of XAI methods 

n a particular domain such as medicine [5,66] or natural sciences 

57] , or concerned with XAI in particular subfields of deep learning 

uch as convolutional neural networks [72] or RL [53] . 

In the present survey, we do not attempt to comprise the multi- 

isciplinary nature of XAI research, but rather focus specifically on 

L methods in XAI. We further narrow the scope of our work by 

ocusing on perturbation-based methods and their application to 

NNs rather than to the whole range of ML methods. To the best 

f our knowledge, there has been only one XAI survey [56] specif- 

cally concerned with perturbation-based methods. We aim at ex- 

ending its contribution both by covering more recent publications, 

s recent research significantly advances the state of the art of re- 
230 
earch on perturbation-based methods, and highlighting the dif- 

erences and similarities in applying perturbations to the different 

ypes of the input data. 

. Perturbation-based methods 

.1. Overview 

Perturbation-based methods aim at exploring DNNs by modify- 

ng the input of a model, be it pixels in an image, words in a text,

r similar elements of some other data type, and observing the 

hanges in the output. The observations of the changes in the out- 

ut are expected to indicate which parts of the input are particu- 

arly important for the inference. The importance of the perturbed 

lement is estimated by comparing the output with the element 

s present with the output in its absence: it is considered impor- 

ant if its removal changes the output considerably. To exemplify, 

n case of image classification, considerable changes would make 

he classifier to assign an image to a different class than previ- 

usly. Generally speaking, this approach to explaining ML systems 

s known as input attribution, and perturbation-based methods (as 

ell as gradient-based methods, which are briefly outlined below 

or the sake of comparison) are therefore attribution methods. The 

ain challenge for attribution methods is the combinatorial explo- 

ion that would occur if one attempted at going through all ele- 

ents of the input as well as all their possible combinations to 

bserve how each of them would change the output [39] . While 

 consequential removal of all possible combinations of elements 

rom a particular input item would allow to compute the part of 

he input (e.g. a region of the image) with the decidedly highest 

mpact on the output, it is just not feasible in practice due to the 

normous cost in terms of time and required computational power. 

There are two main approaches to tackling the complexity is- 

ue. First, it is possible to compute the importance of the element 

sing the gradients of a model gradients as a proxy [7,60] ; this ap-

roach is known as gradient-based attribution. For that purpose, a 

odification of backpropagation algorithm is typically used, as it 

llows to retrace the flow of the information in a DNN from the 

utput back to the input. Deploying modifications of backpropa- 

ation algorithm is computationally efficient, as that requires only 

 single forward and backward pass through the DNN. However, 

radient-based attribution methods tend to be noisy, especially in 

ase of large DNNs [7] ; furthermore, some backpropagation-based 

ethods produce the same saliency map regardless of network pa- 

ameters, which implies that they actually perform partial image 

ecovery and cannot pass a sanity check [3] . As a consequence, 

hile backpropagation-based methods may outline average prop- 

rties of a model, they often fail to capture its more refined char- 

cteristics [25] . The second approach is to use perturbation-based 

ethods; in that case, the main challenge is to select plausible 

roups of elements in the input and apply perturbations to test 

hem in a reasonable period of time to obtain an approximation to 

n optimal solution [43] . A remarkable advantage of perturbation- 

ased methods is their dynamism: while many other approaches 

nvestigate the model as an invariant object [45] , perturbations al- 

ow to query it repeatedly and develop and test hypotheses about 

t ‘on the fly’. Furthermore, they can be applied to any model re- 

ardless of its architecture: while model-dependent methods (e.g. 

any of backpropagation-based methods) require access to the 

nternal information of the model to generate explanations and 

herefore are restricted in their use as well as often offer only low- 

esolution results [69] , perturbation-based methods do not suffer 

rom such shortcomings. As model-agnostic methods, they do not 

eed to use the internal information of a model and can therefore 

e used to explain the predictions of almost all types of ML models 

ncluding DNNs [69] . 
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Table 1 

Summary of perturbation-based methods. 

Method Data 

Type 

Dataset Main Evaluation 

Methods 

Applications 

Occlusion [70] images ImageNet [20] qualitative analysis understanding DNN inference 

LIME [55] images custom human experiments assessing and improving 

untrustworthy models, 

understanding DNN inference 

RISE [52] images PASCAL VOC07 [23] , 

MSCOCO2014 [44] , ImageNet 

[20] 

pixel deletion and insertion 

scores, pointing game 

explaining image captioning 

models 

Meaningful perturbations 

[27] 

images ImageNet [20] weakly supervised localisation, 

pointing game 

understanding DNN inference 

Real-time saliency [18] images ImageNet [20] , CIFAR-10 [41] weakly supervised localisation, 

saliency metric for bounding 

boxes 

fast saliency detection 

Extremal perturbations [25] images PASCAL VOC07 [23] , 

MSCOCO2014 [44] , ImageNet 

[20] 

pointing game understanding DNN inference 

MFPP [69] images PASCAL VOC07 [23] , 

MSCOCO2014 [44] 

pointing game understanding DNN inference 

Temporal Masks [47] video 20BN-Something-something- 

V2 [46] , KTH actions dataset 

[59] 

drop ratio and difference for 

normalised ’freeze’ and 

’reverse’ perturbations 

comparison between video 

classification by 3D CNNs and 

C-LSTM 

Perturbation-based video 

explanation [43] 

video UCF101-24 [62] , EPIC-Kitchens 

[19] 

pointing game, temporal 

pointing game 

comparison between video 

classification by 3DCNNs and 

CNN-RNN 

NLIZE [45] natural 

language 

wordNet [49] qualitative analysis visualisation system 

AutoFocus [13] software code custom: web-crawled code 

from GitHub 

qualitative analysis visualisation 

Saliency method for Atari 

agents [31] 

RL entities Atari env [10] human experiments visualisations to help 

non-experts understand RL 

agents 

Object saliency maps for 

deep RL networks [37] 

RL entities Atari env [10] human experiments visualisations to help 

non-experts understand RL 

agents 

SARFA [54] RL entities Atari env [10] , custom chess 

dataset, Minigo env ∗
human experiments visualisations to help 

understand RL agents 

∗ https://github.com/tensorflow/minigo 
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.2. Evaluation methods 

The results obtained with perturbation-based methods are typi- 

ally some representations of saliency: thus, in case of images, they 

re saliency maps that highlight the importance of the parts of the 

mage for the output of the model. Saliency maps are also used 

or videos and RL entities, whereas for textual data such as natural 

anguage or software code, saliency can be represented as different 

olours or varying brightness of words [45] or code tokens [13] . 

There are different ways to evaluate obtained saliency represen- 

ations (see Table 1 ). The simplest approach is qualitative analy- 

is - evaluation of the morphology and granularity of a saliency 

ap performed by the authors themselves. While such analysis 

s invariably performed in all surveyed studies - after all, it is 

nly natural that the authors evaluate the quality of the obtained 

aliency representations and share their insights with the reader - 

t is usually only the first evaluation step. To make human eval- 

ation of saliency representations more objective, a group of re- 

pondents can be engaged. In some studies, e.g. [31,37,55] , respon- 

ents are members of general public, which allows to verify that 

he output of the method is comprehensible for non-specialists, 

hereas in others they are experts: thus, in Liu et al. [45] lin- 

uists evaluated natural language perturbation model; in Puri et al. 

54] , expert-level chess players evaluated whether the method cor- 

ectly indicated the saliency of chess pieces in puzzles. Qualita- 

ive human evaluation of saliency representations is the main ap- 

roach for perturbations of textual data and RL entities, whereas 

aliency maps obtained by perturbing images and videos allow to 

se more elaborate quantitative metrics. The most popular of them 

see e.g. [25,69] ) is pointing game [71] , the accuracy of which is
 p

231 
iven by 1 
N 

# Hits 
# Hits +# Misses 

, N being the number of relevant categories 

n the dataset, and a hit occurring when the highest saliency point 

ies within the human-annotated bounding box of an object. In 

43] , spatial pointing game was extended to temporal dimension 

or evaluating perturbations of video. Another common evaluation 

etric (see e.g. [18,27] is weakly supervised object localisation, 

hich considers as hit such a localisation of the bounding box of 

he most salient areas of the obtained map that it overlaps sig- 

ificantly (e.g., ≥0.5) with the human-annotated bounding box. To 

bviate the need for human involvement, Petsiuk et al. [52] in- 

roduce two automatic evaluation metrics, deletion and insertion. 

eletion measures a decrease in the probability of the predicted 

lass as more and more salient pixels are removed, whereas the 

nsertion metric measures the increase in probability as more and 

ore pixels are added. Some other metrics of interest are found 

n [18] , where the tightest rectangular crops that contain the en- 

ire salient regions were found and fed to the classifier to verify 

hether it is able to recognise the classes of interest, and in [47] ,

here the results of ‘freeze’ perturbations, which remove motion 

ata through time, were compared with the results of ‘reverse’ per- 

urbations, which inverse the sequential order of the frames, after 

ormalising both. 

.3. Perturbations of different input types 

.3.1. Images 

Perturbations of images are performed by removing or insert- 

ng information by means of applying occlusion masks, blurring, 

r replacing parts of an image. That can be done pixel-wise or 

atch-wise, which will result in different granularity of the ob- 

https://github.com/tensorflow/minigo
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ained saliency map [69] . Thus, pixel-wise perturbations are spa- 

ially discrete and therefore represent saliency more accurately in 

erms of location, yet their higher granularity leads to worse repre- 

entation of the semantics of salient objects [69] . Patch-wise meth- 

ds smooth over fine details of saliency yet deliver more compre- 

ensible saliency maps, as the boundaries in the maps correspond 

etter to object boundaries [69] . In both cases, the main challenge 

s to find an appropriate scope and shape of the perturbations. 

Some landmarks in the development of perturbation-based 

ethods for images are as follows. Occlusion [70] produces 

hanges in the output of a classifier by perturbing input images by 

liding a gray square over them. A similar approach is employed 

n RISE [52] : input images are occluded with random occlusion 

atterns that are produced by sampling small (7x7 pixels) binary 

asks and then upsampling them to larger resolution with bilin- 

ar interpolation. The main limitation of both Occlusion and RISE 

s that they do not consider the morphology of the objects in the 

mage and therefore yield only approximate results. LIME [55] em- 

loys occlusions of superpixels and approximates networks with 

inear models; as superpixels are coarse-grained, obtained saliency 

aps suffer from rather low precision. To improve the spatial accu- 

acy, the method of meaningful perturbations [27] introduces op- 

imisation of the shape of perturbation masks so that they would 

lur the input image as little as possible while still decreasing class 

core as much as possible. Real-time saliency [18] develops the 

ork of [27] further and offers a fast (single forward-pass) method 

f obtaining optimal perturbation masks by generating them with 

 second neural network. The method of extremal perturbations 

25] is concerned with finding such a perturbation mask for a 

iven area that has a maximal effect on the output of the DNN 

n comparison with all other masks possible for that area. To op- 

imise the masks, [26] also introduce the smooth max operator. 

nother recent approach, MFPP [69] , employs morphological frag- 

entation to divide the input images into multiscale fragments 

nd produces a perturbation mask by randomly masking some of 

hem. Currently, state-of-the-art results of image perturbations are 

btained with the methods in [25,69] , as they allow to obtain more 

efined saliency maps than methods in previous work. Further- 

ore, MFPP [69] outperforms the method of extreme perturbations 

25] in terms of speed. 

.3.2. Video 

Due to the nature of the video data, perturbations of video 

ave not only a spatial, but also a temporal dimension, which 

nflates searching space and increases requirements for process- 

ng time and computational capacity [43] . In contrast to the no- 

able progress in research on image attribution, there are only few 

tudies on attribution methods for videos. The general direction of 

ork is to adapt existing image attribution approaches for videos 

nput [43] . Most of the studies published so far, e.g. [4,60,63] em- 

loy backpropagation-based methods. Recently, perturbation-based 

ethods have been applied to the video data in [43,47] . Mänt- 

äri et al. [47] extend the concept of meaningful perturbation in- 

roduced by Fong and Vedaldi [27] to the temporal dimension to 

dentify the temporal part of a sequence that has the greatest im- 

act on the output of the DNN classifier. Li et al. [43] build on

he work of Fong and Vedaldi [26] , extending the extremal per- 

urbation method from the two dimensions of images to the three 

imensions of video. 

.3.3. Natural language 

Applications of perturbations to the textual data are currently 

till at an early stage of development. One of the likely reasons 

or that is that perturbations of text involve various data-specific 

hallenges such as the discrete nature of words: thus, while per- 

urbing a single pixel in the image is unlikely to affect the de- 
232 
ision of a classifier, small alterations of words can dramatically 

hange the meaning of a sentence and therefore the output of a 

odel [45] . In [45] , perturbations are applied to language infer- 

nce models, which are concerned with investigating whether the 

elationship between two sentences is that of entailment (one sen- 

ence can be inferred from the other), contradiction (one sentence 

ontradicts the other), or a neutral one (sentences inform about 

ifferent or unrelated things) [45] . Language inference can be in- 

estigated with attention mechanisms, i.e. by exploring how align- 

ent between words in different sentences influences a prediction 

45] . Liu et al. [45] have developed a visual analytics environment, 

n which NLP (Natural Language Processing) experts can explore 

ow perturbations of sentence input, attention, or prediction (per- 

ormed by a DNN) affect each other. Due to to the dynamic nature 

f the perturbation paradigm, the users can develop intuitions, 

ransform them into hypotheses, and immediately test them. More 

pecifically, the environment enables the automated or user-guided 

erturbations of the input sentence (i.e., replace words) or atten- 

ion (i.e., alter the alignment between sentences) inside the model, 

nd the perturbation of the prediction (i.e., adjust the prediction 

y making updates to the model) [45] . All that can done by em- 

loying an automated sentence perturbation scheme that replaces 

ouns and verbs by their synonyms in the WordNet [49] , a lexical 

atabase standardly used in NLP research. While the specific setup 

escribed in [45] is suitable only for the natural language infer- 

nce task, the authors point out that due to the modular design 

f the environment and similarities among NLP models it can be 

xtended to deal with other tasks as well. 

.3.4. Software code 

While software code is textual in its nature and therefore to 

ome extent resembles natural language data discussed in 4.2.3 , 

e make it a subject of a separate section, in particular as code 

s different from other text types by the virtue of not only de- 

cribing, but also actually doing something. The application of neu- 

al networks to the analysis of the software code is a subfield of 

L that has only started to develop; as a consequence, the first 

tudies exploring the application of XAI methods to the DNNs per- 

orming such tasks have appeared only recently. Bui et al. [13] ap- 

ly AutoFocus, a framework for rating and visualizing the impor- 

ance of input elements, to the attention networks trained for al- 

orithm classification, i.e., networks that classify the algorithm im- 

lemented in a given program. Perturbations of the input of the 

ttention networks investigate attribution of the elements of soft- 

are code, as they allow to explore correlation between the per- 

urbed elements of the code (statements in case of this study) and 

he class of algorithms to which the networks assign the input 

ode. Attention scores of individual statements can be used for vi- 

ualizing a program and help the users of the framework to un- 

erstand the program without the need to peruse it [13] . Similarly 

s with perturbations of other data types, the key challenge is to 

ptimally determine the size of the element to be perturbed. Thus, 

13] observe that while the perturbations deployed in their study 

elete one statement of the code at a time, another, perhaps even 

ore promising approach is to increase the size of the perturba- 

ion mask, i.e. delete multiple code elements at once. Presumably, 

hat would identify the minimal input (i.e. amount of code) re- 

uired for correct algorithm classification. 

.3.5. Reinforcement learning entities 

XAI research for understanding RL entities, i.e. RL agents and 

nvironment, has just started to emerge [53] . The temporal and in- 

eractive nature of RL systems presents a challenge for XAI meth- 

ds, as DNNs in RL have to select sequential actions whose ef- 

ects can interact over long periods of time. Methods for RL-based 

gents are mainly inspired by XAI methods in computer vision. 
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[  
hus, to explain behaviour of RL agents, Greydanus et al. [31] per- 

urb different parts of the input frames by applying Gaussian blur 

nd generate saliency maps by computing differences in a policy 

actor) distribution and a value (critic) estimate between the origi- 

al and perturbed state. By applying their method to several games 

n Atari 2600 platform, Greydanus et al. [31] demonstrate what 

arts of the RL environment well-performing RL agents attend to, 

ow the agents improve during the training, and how to detect sit- 

ations when the agent makes seemingly ‘right’ (i.e. high-reward) 

ecisions for wrong reasons. In another study, Iyer et al. [37] ob- 

ain saliency maps by masking objects in the original image with 

ackground colour and calculating the difference between the re- 

pective action values. The task that [37] apply their method to is 

tari games as well. 

As [54] point out, approaches in [31,37] have two major limi- 

ations. First, they highlight not only the features of interest, but 

lso those that are not salient for explaining the RL agent, but 

hose perturbations nevertheless affect its actions [54] . Second, 

hey also highlight features that are not salient at all to the action 

f the agent that one is interested in [54] . To deal with these short-

omings, Puri et al. [54] propose a perturbation-based approach 

AFRA (Specific and Relevant Feature Attribution) for generating 

aliency maps for RL agents. SAFRA addresses the above limitations 

y means specificity and relevance. Specificity refers to focusing on 

he effect of perturbation only on the action-value of the action of 

nterest, whereas relevance downweights the non-salient features 

hat alter the expected rewards of actions other than the action 

o be explained. Puri et al. [54] use SARFA to explain the actions 

f the RL agents is board games (Chess and Go) and Atari games 

Breakout, Pong and Space Invaders); they report that SARFA al- 

ows to obtain more focused and accurate interpretations for all of 

hese applications than those in [31,37] . 

. Conclusions and future outlook 

Perturbation-based methods is a promising and rapidly devel- 

ping XAI research paradigm. Perturbations allow to peer into the 

lack box of DNN models by investigating input-output relation- 

hip and observing to which part of the input a model attributes 

articular importance. Perturbation-based methods have several 

dvantages over another group of attribution methods, gradient- 

ased methods: in particular, they are less noisy and more reli- 

ble. However, they also face the challenge of the combinatorial 

omplexity explosion, as it is not possible to sample all possible 

erturbations of the input. Therefore, one of the main directions in 

he further development of perturbation-based methods are exper- 

mentations to find an optimal scope of perturbations. That holds 

rue across all input data domains that we surveyed; however, 

here are also domain-specific challenges. First, while it is easier to 

etermine the scope of perturbation for images, other data types, 

uch as natural language or software code, present greater chal- 

enges due to the discrete nature of their elements. Second, when- 

ver the data have a temporal dimension, which is the case of 

ideo and RL entities, there are additional challenges such as deal- 

ng with increase in dimensionality and the difficulties in generat- 

ng saliency maps with a temporal dimension. As a consequence, 

esearch on perturbation-based methods for image classification 

as advanced much more than in other data domains, where it has 

ust started to emerge. Yet another consequence is that research in 

ther domains in many cases has borrowed approaches that have 

een already applied to images, a trend which is likely to con- 

inue in the future. To further develop cross-domain applications 

f methods, studies empirically comparing applications of pertur- 

ations to different data domains are needed. 
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